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An analysis of Soviet spatial resource allocation decision making during the period 1955-1980,
utilizing a political economy framework to evaluate the "East-West" debate over relative
investment shares in the European and Pacific Siberian parts of the USSR. It has case studies
and trade details.
In the last few years research on regional development has increased dramatically. Real-world
concerns have - to a certain extent - driven this scientific concern of interest. The field has
been given a big boost in particular by the process of European integration and the attempt to
understand how this deeper integration will work at the regional level. This volume makes a
modest attempt to reconsider the issue of regional development mainly from an European
perspective and in the light of the transition of society towards a knowledge-driven economy. It
originated from the Thirteenth European Advanced Studies Institute in Regional Science, held
in Istanbul, July 2-8, 2000. In producing the book, as friends and colleagues, we have
benefited from the possibility of exchange of ideas and experience. We have also received
useful assistance from the referees who have offered observations and advice in their written
reports. The soundness of their comments has contributed immensely to the quality of the
volume. We should, in addition, like to acknowledge the timely manner in which contributing
authors have responded to our requests, and their willingness to follow the stringent editorial
guidelines.
Report assessing society's ability to sustain itself without hurting the next generation
Conventional analysis of the illicit opium market suggests that source country interventions
have at best achieved minimal results. Yet there are countries that have eliminated, or
significantly reduced, the illicit production of opium from their territory. Drawing on a wide range
of academic, official and non-governmental sources, including previously unidentified records,
James Windle provides detailed narratives of countries that have achieved national success,
including China, Iran, Turkey, the People s Republic of China, the Islamic Republic of Iran,
Thailand, Pakistan, Vietnam and Laos, and identifies key factors necessary for successful
intervention. Suppressing Illicit Opium Production makes a valuable contribution to our scarce
knowledge of source country drug policy and draws out important lessons to be learned for
improving the effectiveness of future interventions. It will be essential reference for all
practitioners, policy makers and academics concerned with a subject of significant
contemporary relevance."
Examining the nature of the Fifth Republic after its first 42 years, this study looks at the
challenges posed by new parties and new expressions of political mobilization. Entrenched
policy routines are being undermined by the emergence of new actors and the failure of old
paradigms.
The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership Initiative, launched by the Barcelona Conference in 1995,
is the most ambitious project to date directed at comprehensive prosperity and security in the
Mediterranean region. Yet the assumptions on which it is based are untried and untested. This
study seeks to analyse what they are and to draw some conclusions as to the potential of the
Initiative for success by comparing it with other experiences of regional develoment.

Incorporating HC 505-i-v, session 2008-78
Maida Springer was an active participant in shaping a history that involved
powerful movements for social, political and economic equality and justice for
workers women, and African Americans. Maida Springer is the first full-length
biography to document and analyze the central role played by Springer in
international affairs, particularly in the formation of AFL-CIO's African policy
during the Cold War and African independence movements. Richards explores
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the ways in which pan-Africanism, racism, sexism and anti-Communism affected
Springer's political development, her labor activism, and her relationship with
labor leaders in the AFL-CIO, the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU), and in African unions. Springer's life experiences and work
reveal the complex nature of black struggles for equality and justice. A strong
supporter of both the AFL-CIO and the ICFTU, Springer nonetheless recognized
that both organizations were fraught with racism, sexism, and ethnocentrism. She
also understood that charges of Communism were often used as a way to thwart
African American demands for social justice. As an African-American, she found
herself in the unenviable position of promoting to Africans the ideals of American
democracy from which she was excluded from fully enjoying. Richards's
biography of Maida Springer uniquely connects pan-Africanism, national and
international labor relations, the Cold War, and African American, labor, women's,
and civil rights histories. In addition to documenting Springer's role in
international labor relations, the biography provides a larger view of a whole
range of political leaders and social movements. Maida Springer is a stirring
biography that spans the fields of women studies, African American studies, and
labor history.
First published in 2014. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
By looking at England's cathedral towns, Regency spas and industrial cities, and
at their market squares, docks, council chambers and assembly rooms, the
author traces the development of English towns through the centuries.
In European law, "non-contractual liability arising out of damage caused to
another" is one of the three main non-contractual obligations dealt with in the
Draft of a Common Frame of Reference. The law of non-contractual liability
arising out of damage caused to another â?? in the common law known as tort
law or the law of torts, but in most other jurisdictions referred to as the law of
delict â?? is the area of law which determines whether one who has suffered a
damage, can on that account demand reparation â?? in money or in kind â??
from another with whom there may be no other legal connection than the
causation of damage itself. Besides determining the scope and extent of
responsibility for dangers of one's own or another's creation, this field of law
serves to protect fundamental rights in the private law domain, that is to say
horizontally between citizens inter se. Based on pan-European comparative
research which annotates the work, this book presents model rules on liability.
Explanatory comments and illustrations amplify the policy decisions involved.
During the drafting process, comparative material from over 25 different EU
jurisdictions has been taken into account. The work therefore is not only a
presentation of a future model for European rules to come, but also provides a
fairly detailed indication of the present legal situation in the Member States.
The second edition of Regional Economics provides a comprehensive and up-todate treatment of regional economics. This fully revised edition includes key
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theoretical developments of the last ten years. Topics included span from the
earliest location theories to the most recent regional growth theories. It is also is
also enriched by the recent debate on smart specialization strategies recently
developed by the EU for the design of new cohesion policies. Key elements
covered in the new edition include: proximity and innovation theories the concept
of territorial capital the debate on the role of agglomeration economies in urban
growth This textbook is for undergraduate students in regional and urban
economics as well as spatial planning courses.
Expedition of Henry Kellet.
'Sustainable Urban Neighbourhood' explores the way that the UK's towns and cities are
changing at the turn of the millennium. Previously known as 'Building the 21st Century
Home', the second edition of this successful text describes the way that environmental
and demographic change, economic pressures and the needs of community could
change urban areas forever just as the garden city movement did a century ago. Some
of the arguments that were so contentious ten years ago are now widely accepted.
Others rumble on, particularly after another property crash that has hit urban
apartments. The central point, however, remains; urban renaissance will not be
achieved by coercion but by the creation of positive urban models. Through case
studies, the book describes one such model, the Sustainable Urban Neighbourhood:
mixed-use, mediumdensity urban development, designed to minimise resource use and
maximise community. This classic text will be essential reading for urban designers,
architects and planners, and anyone involved in the development of new homes and
the regeneration of towns and cities. * Links social, environmental and economic factors
with urban design for a fresh approach * Grounded in practical realities of development.
Visionary, whilst also putting theory into practice * Provides a model for sustainable
reform by showing how architects work with existing planning laws and environments to
improve site plans
As the world becomes more interconnected through travel and electronic
communication, many believe that physical places will become less important. But as
Mario Polèse argues in The Wealth and Poverty of Regions, geography will matter
more than ever before in a world where distance is allegedly dead. This provocative
book surveys the globe, from London and Cape Town to New York and Beijing,
contending that regions rise—or fall—due to their location, not only within nations but also
on the world map. Polèse reveals how concentrations of industries and populations in
specific locales often result in minor advantages that accumulate over time, resulting in
reduced prices, improved transportation networks, increased diversity, and not least of
all, “buzz”—the excitement and vitality that attracts ambitious people. The Wealth and
Poverty of Regions maps out how a heady mix of size, infrastructure, proximity, and
cost will determine which urban centers become the thriving metropolises of the future,
and which become the deserted cities of the past. Engagingly written, the book
provides insight to the past, present, and future of regions.
These essays provide valuable insights into the early history of tropical medicine and
from the standpoint of several European powers. They examine the kinds of medicine
practised, the responses to local diseases and environments and diseases, the nature
of the medical constituencies that developed, and the relationship between the old
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medicine of 'warm climates' and the emerging tropical medicine of the late nineteenth
century.
Through a study of the British Empire's largest women's patriotic organisation, formed
in 1900, and still in existence, this book examines the relationship between female
imperialism and national identity. It throws new light on women's involvement in imp.
This is the second supplementary volume to Kluwer's highly acclaimed eleven-volume
Encyclopaedia of Mathematics. This additional volume contains nearly 500 new entries
written by experts and covers developments and topics not included in the previous
volumes. These entries are arranged alphabetically throughout and a detailed index is
included. This supplementary volume enhances the existing eleven volumes, and
together these twelve volumes represent the most authoritative, comprehensive and upto-date Encyclopaedia of Mathematics available.

English Regional Planning 2000-2010 chronicles a vital feature of recent UK
planning activity, during the period of the Blair and Brown Labour governments
up to 2010. It deals particularly with the regional scale of planning during these
years, whereby large steps forward were made, but where policy making often
proved very controversial. One purpose of the book is to learn from the many
areas of policy development, method and skills which evolved during the decade
up to 2010. This will mean that a future return to strategic planning should not
have to reinvent the wheel. This book also helps to inform such planning in the
rest of the developed world where higher-level planning is more prevalent. The
book has eight chapters written by experts active in English regional planning
during these years, alongside two chapters by the editors introducing and
concluding on the experience as a whole. Thematic topics covered include the
way in which housing and employment development was tackled in the varying
English regional contexts, and the growing influence of transport and
environmental factors on the spatial strategy. Process elements covered include
how policy was made through public consultation and working with numerous
stakeholders (economic, social, environmental), how the public examination of
issues was organised, followed by final consideration by central government, and
how monitoring informed the next policy review. The authors do not gloss over
the difficulties encountered in the highly contested world of English local and
regional politics, or the ways in which central government management of the
regional planning process made life on the ground difficult for those engaged in
the process. Nevertheless the account as a whole shows how a wealth of
innovative and forward looking practices were developed. This multi-faceted
study contributes to the understanding of how strategic planning can provide the
framework for guiding spatial change and allocating resources, looking to a longterm sustainable future.
Creative and cultural industries, broadly defined, are now considered by many
policy makers across Europe at the heart of their national innovation and
economic development agenda. Similarly, many European cities and regions
have adopted policies to support and develop these industries and their local
support infrastructures. However this policy-making agenda implicitly
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incorporates (and indeed often conflates) elements of cultural and creative
industries, the creative class and so on, which are typically employed without due
consideration of context. Thus a better understanding is required. To this end,
this book features eight research papers, split evenly with regard to geographical
focus between the UK and continental Europe (the latter covering Spain,
Germany, France, Luxemburg and Belgium individually and in combination).
There is also a similar division in terms of those focusing primarily on the policy
level (the chapters of Clifton and Macaulay, Mould and Comunian, ParejaEastaway and Pradel i Miquel, Perrin) and those of the individual creative actor
(the chapters of Alfken et al, Bennett et al, Wedemeier and Brown). This book
was previously published as a special issue of European Planning Studies.
An Introduction to Career Learning and Development 11-19 is an indispensible
source of support and guidance for all those who need to know why and how
career learning and development should be planned, developed and delivered
effectively to meet the needs of young people. It is a comprehensive resource
providing a framework for career education conducive with the realities of lifelong
learning, enterprise, flexibility and resilience in a dynamic world. It discusses the
key under-pinning theory and policies and provides straight-forward, practical
advice for students and practising professionals. Experts in the field provide
essential guidance on: development and leadership of career education
strategies in school planning and implementing career learning activities in the
curriculum collaborative working and engagement between schools, colleges and
Connexions services, as well as with parents, community and business
organisations key organisations and where to find useful resources effective
teaching and learning - active, participative and experiential learning approaches
issues of ethics, values, equality and diversity guidance on self-evaluation,
making the most of inspection, and quality standards and awards. An Introduction
to Career Learning and Development 11-19 is an invaluable guide for teachers,
teaching support staff, careers guidance professionals and all other partners in
the delivery of CEIAG who wish to enhance their understanding of current and
emerging practice and provide support that can really make a difference to young
people’s lives.
Discusses economic, social, and environmental trends
Describes the impact on Turkey of events in Europe since 1989, the
transformation of the country's place in the international order, domestic and
foreign policy changes in response, and changes in the country's identity.
Considers the new European order, the cultural dilemma, the troubled region,
relations with the European Union, and the Customs Union. Distributed in the US
by St. Martin's Press. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This work looks at the patterns of foreign direct investment (FDI) and its impact
on the global, regional, national, and sub-national scales. It is aimed at
undergraduate and postgraduate students in planning, economics and
geography, along with practitioners and policy makers.
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This volume undertakes the important task of envisioning a regional history of Asia
based on its unique internal characteristics, going beyond the usual West/non-West
dichotomy. The “regional trade zone of modern Asia” was debated in the 1980s. Since
then, Japanese historians of the socioeconomic history of Asia have explored how the
traditional trade relations that had developed over the centuries in Asia responded to
the so-called Western impacts in the mid-nineteenth century, including the opening of
ports and tariff reduction under free trade regimes and the advance in transportation
technology. Against this academic background, the four chapters in this volume
examine how overseas Chinese, some of the key actors in regional and local trade,
dealt with their Western counterparts, and how Asian commodities penetrated other
parts of the world through the newly created web of global commerce. The book
reviews discuss theoretical issues to explore various connections among and
comparisons of the economies in the region. This volume provides readers with critical
insights into the Asian region in the past and present by investigating the long-term
trajectory of its linkages to the global economy.
Actors and institutions in localities and regions across the world are seeking prosperity
and well-being amidst tumultuous and disruptive shifts and transitions generated by: an
increasingly globalised, knowledge-intensive capitalism; global financial instability,
volatility and crisis; concerns about economic, social and ecological sustainability,
climate change and resource shortages; new multi-actor and multi-level systems of
government and governance and a re-ordering of the international political economy;
state austerity and retrenchment; and, new and reformed approaches to intervention,
policy and institutions for local and regional development. Local and Regional
Development provides an accessible, critical and integrated examination of local and
regional development theory, institutions and policy in this changing context. Amidst its
rising importance, the book addresses the fundamental issues of ‘what kind of local
and regional development and for whom?’, its purposes, principles and values,
frameworks of understanding, approaches and interventions, and integrated
approaches to local and regional development throughout the world. The approach
provides a theoretically informed, critical analysis of contemporary local and regional
development in an international and multi-disciplinary context, grounded in concrete
empirical analysis from experiences in the global North and South. It concludes by
identifying what might constitute holistic, inclusive, progressive and sustainable local
and regional development, and reflecting upon its limits and political renewal.
The Handbook of Sustainability Assessment introduces the theory and practice of
sustainability assessment and showcases the state-of-the-art research. The aim is to
provide inspiration and guidance to students, academics and practitioners alike and to
contribute to the enhancement of sustainability assessment practice worldwide. It
emphasises how traditional impact assessment practices can be enhanced to
contribute to sustainable outcomes. Featuring original contributions from leading
sustainability assessment researchers and practitioners, it forms part of the Research
Handbooks on Impact Assessment series.
Significantly updated in reference to the latest construction standards and evolving
building typesMany chapters revised including housing, transport, offices, libraries and
hotelsNew chapter on flood-aware designSustainable design integrated into chapters
throughoutOver 100,000 copies sold to successive generations of architects and
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designers - this book belongs in every design studio and architecture school libraryThe
Metric Handbook is the major handbook of planning and design information for
architects and architecture students. Covering basic design data for all the major
building types,
The rise of China has been shaped and driven by its engagement with the global
economy during a period of intensified globalization, yet China is a continent-sized
economy and society with substantial diversity across its different regions. This means
that its engagement with the global economy cannot just be understood at the national
level, but requires analysis of the differences in participation in the global economy
across China’s regions. This book responds to this challenge by looking at the
development of China’s regions in this era of globalization. It traces the evolution of
regional policy in China and its implications in a global context. Detailed chapters
examine the global trajectory of what is now becoming known as the Greater Bay Area
in southern China, the globalization of the inland mega-city of Chongqing, and the role
of China’s regions in the globally-focused belt and road initiative launched by the
Chinese government in late 2013. The book will be of interest to practitioners and
scholars engaging with contemporary China’s political economy and international
relations.
Contains the 4th session of the 28th Parliament through the session of the Parliament.
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